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""""''':::'__ _ T!:!!Irsd~y's bIznrre nction J with the Dow up 26 points and last-hour volume one of the highest 

. figures -for tlie bUlliiiarket-.-d6es nor;-°b"y"itself .change thT"desunory"s)fOl"t~ferm""maflfeCpicture. 
Rather. It provides the ground work for future improvement in that picture should major breadth and 
volume indicators be able to follow through. 

... ' 

The key question is not a short-term forecast, but rather the nature of the process in which we 
now find ourselves. It has been the position of this letter. based on the study of past market cycles. 
that that process is a correction in an ongoing bull market rather than a cycle bear market. Let us 
document our reasoning a bit further. 
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The above table (in slightly different form) last appeared in this space in May. 1982 --- in 
circumstances directly opposite to those today, since we were then probing for a low yet to occur, rather 
than attempting to determine whether a prior peak constituted a major high. The statistics can be, how
ever, useful in both circumstances. They show some relevant numbers, based on month-end closing 
prices. of the 23 completed major stock-market cycles since the Dow was first computed in 1896. 

The present cycle, on a month-end basis. began in July, 1982 and has continued, to date, 
through November. The advance so far has been 58%, and in terms of percentage advance. there is 
nothing in the table to contravene the thesis that the rise so far could have completed a bull market. 
Although the average advance for all 23 cycles is 72%. the cycles since World War 11 have shown smaller 
average percentage advances than has the recent rise and the cycles since 1966 smaller ones still. It 
is when we look at the time factor that the thesis of a bull market which ended last November runs into 
difficulty. 

As can be seen from the table. the average length of the advancing phase of the 23 cycles has 
been 29 months, with the post-war cycles a little longer. Through November, the current cycle had 
moved ahead for only 16 months. Now there are, as the table shows, four previous cycles that have 
posted shorter runs. The most recent one, however, was 1938. the previous one was the 1929-1932 bear 
market. and the other two go back into the early part of the century ° It is difficult to envision those 
experiences being terribly relevant to today's conditions. 

An even stronger argument is provided if one manipulates two of the columns in the table. The 
one headed "total months" shows an average cycle length, from low to low. of some 45 months, giving 
rise to the popular term ''four-year cycle'J It also shows that the average cycle. spends 60% of its lifetime 
in an advancing phase. If the period July. 1982-November, 1983 constituted 60% of the current cycle. 
it will wind up being only 26 months long. hslf the length of the last one. 60% of the average length. 
and shorter than any cycle in history other than 1932-34. We must confess we regard this as unlikely. 

It is interesting to speculate on the timing of the present cycle were it to conform exab'tly 
to the average of this century. If it lasts for precisely 45 months, the next major bear-market 
low will be seen in March, 1986, A 29-month advance would place the ultimate peak in December of this 
year, to be followed by a bear market which would consume most of 1985. There is obviously a great 
deal of room for variance in these figures. but we think that variance is unlikely to be so great as to 
make a late-1983 major top a credible hypothesis. 
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